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Protein-protein interaction (PPI) is one of the most important functional components of a living cell. Recently,
researchers have been interested in investigating the correlation between PPI and microRNA, which has been
found to be a regulator at the post-transcriptional level. Studies on miRNA-regulated PPI networks will not only
facilitate an understanding of the fine tuning role that miRNAs play in PPI networks, but will also provide potential
candidates for tumor diagnosis. This review describes basic studies on the miRNA-regulated PPI network in the way
of bioinformatics which includes constructing a miRNA-target protein network, describing the features of
miRNA-regulated PPI networks and overviewing previous findings based on analysing miRNA-regulated PPI network
features.
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Brief introduction to MicroRNA and protein-protein
interaction networks
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a subset of small (~22 nu-
cleotide – structural units of RNA and DNA - in length)
non-coding RNA molecules, which comprise 1% of
genes in animal genomes. The miRNAs are mainly
found in intergenic regions (IG region), although some
are also located in intronic regions [1,2]. miRNAs can
repress gene expression by interacting with three prime
untranslated regions (3′ UTR) which are sequences that
are not translated into proteins in the 3′end of the target
mRNAs. Since Rosalind Lee and Rhonda Feinbaum dis-
covered the first two precursors (pre-miRNAs) - lin-4
and let-7, products of C. elegans genes, miRNAs have
been keenly studied for several years [1-6]. miRNAs play
an important role in controlling nematode developmen-
tal timing and repressing mRNA translation [3,4] at the
post-transcriptional level in a gene regulatory network
(the gene regulatory network can be divided into the
transcription level and post-transcription level [7], dur-
ing which transcription factors (TF) and miRNAs con-
tribute the most, respectively). Research has also
indicated that miRNAs have a close relationship with* Correspondence: phoebe.chen@latrobe.edu.au
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reproduction in any medium, provided the ortumorigenesis [8-10]. Recent research showed evidence
that miRNAs can affect cancer initiation and progres-
sion [11,12].
MiRNAs have a complete complementarity region (2-8nt)
which is called the “seed sequence” in their 5′ end. Most
miRNAs are highly conserved among species [13,14]. In
RNA regulation, the 5′ region and coding region play
important roles in binding to mRNA targets. Thus, a
many-to-many relationship structure can be established
in miRNAs and their target mRNAs, that is: a miRNA
can regulate more than one target mRNA and each target
mRNA also can be regulated by more than one miRNA
[15]. miRNAs have the ability to post-transcriptional de-
grade their mRNA target or inhibit translation. Both
mechanisms fine-tune mRNA expression by distinguish-
ing sequence motifs in the 3′UTR of mRNA, for example,
miR-182 binds with its direct targets, fibroblast growth
factor 9 (FGF9) and neurotrimin (NTM) in response to in-
jury stimuli [16]. The length of 3′ UTR indicates the dens-
ity of miRNA binding sites. It has been shown that the
mRNA with a longer 3′ UTR always participates in more
sophisticated functions, whereas mRNAs with a shorter
length 3′ UTR are generally involved in basic biological
processes [17]. Some special mRNAs are regulated by
miRNAs in their five prime untranslated regions (5′
UTR). Ørom et al. found that miR-10a binds 5′UTR of
ribosomal protein mRNAs to enhance their translational Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly credited.
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their targets in coding regions [19].
The interaction between miRNA and mRNA provides
a new way to determine gene functions. In studies on
miRNA-mRNA interaction, how to accurately find the
target mRNA genes for miRNAs is the most important
question. Various approaches have emerged since the
discovery of miRNAs. Targeting mRNA genes in plants
can easily be done because most miRNAs have perfect
and stable complementarities [20]. miRNAs in animals,
however, are allowed to have mismatches and gaps in
the functional duplex, which generates uncertainty in
the target site prediction in miRNAs [21]. Efficient target
prediction approaches are discussed later in this paper.
In recent years, researchers have studied miRNA-regulated
networks, including miRNA co-regulated networks, miRNA-
mRNA networks, miRNA-transcription factor networks and
miRNA-protein interaction networks. Currently, research on
miRNA-regulated protein-protein interaction networks is in
its initial stage. Barriers to this research not only exist be-
cause of the mystery of miRNAs, but also due to the com-
plexity of protein-protein interactions.
Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) is one of the most
important tasks required for a living cell to carry out its
biological functions such as DNA replication, transcrip-
tion, translation, signal transduction [22]. PPI can be
simulated as an undirected static network structure. The
properties of the PPI network can be denoted by a series
of elements, edges, nodes, cluster coefficients and so on
[23]. The topological features are discussed later in this
paper.
The research on PPI networks has developed rapidly since
the yeast two-hybrid system was first described in Field and
Song’s publication [24]. Based on Y2H, Schwikowski, Uetz
and Field released a PPI network map in yeast [25] in
2000, then a human PPI network map was reported in
2005 [26]. Before this, PPI network research generally
centred on other species such as yeast- Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, and worms- C. elegans. Currently, proteome-
wide studies of PPI networks in different species mostly
concentrate on PPI network detection and prediction
[24,27-30], signal transduction pathways [31-33], pro-
tein function prediction based on PPI networks and
protein complex prediction in PPI networks [34-37].
Currently, the research on miRNA-regulated PPI net-
works can be divided into two main areas: a) basic studies
on the correlation between miRNAs and general PPI net-
works. This subject mainly uses bioinformatics approaches
and statistical means to explore the relationship between
miRNA or cluster miRNAs and PPI network topological
properties linked by miRNA target genes, which aims to
find rules in miRNA-regulated gene expression beside
seed matching. Although basic studies on miRNA-regulated
PPI networks always suffer from partial coverage andfalse positives and negatives, it is undeniable that the
studies are important. The basic studies of miRNA
regulation in PPI networks attempt to discover new
correlations and tendencies between miRNAs and their
target proteins in a relatively fast way, which provides
part of the theoretical support to laboratory experi-
ments; and b) identification of the impact of miRNA
regulation on PPI networks in diseases. As an essential
component of PPI networks and prime candidates of
miRNA targeting modulators in animal cells [38],
signalling transduction pathways have been extensively
explored in recent years. The correlation between miRNAs
and signalling pathways was mostly proved by biochemical
analysis. For example, Rogler et al. [31] found that through
down-regulating the target gene Smads (including Smad3,
4 and 5), which are the key genes in transforming growth
factor-beta signalling of miR-23b cluster miRNAs (includ-
ing miR-23b, miR-27b, miR-24-1, miR-10a, miR-26a, and
miR-30a), miR-23b miRNAs can be promoted in growth
and consequently repress bile duct gene expression in fetal
hepatocytes. Jie et al. [32] pointed out that miR-146a ex-
pression induced by epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) signalling can repress human gliomagenesis by
down-regulating its target gene, NOTCH1. Recent re-
search [33] shows that miR-128 can play a similar role by
targeting oncogenic receptor tyrosine kinases signalling.
In this review, we describe the current computational de-
velopments in basic studies on the correlation between
miRNAs and general PPI networks, which may be helpful
to gain new insights into current miRNA-regulated PPI
network studies.
Understanding the role of miRNA in regulating target
genes and proteins
MiRNAs are involved in fine-tuning gene expression
and biological processes at the post-transcription level
by regulating their targets, such as signalling proteins,
enzymes, transcription factors (TFs) [39]. For the
mechanism of miRNA regulation, it has been accepted
that in mature miRNAs directly associated with AGO1
(a member of the Argonaute protein family, the main
component of RNA-induced silencing complex) in the
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), the process of
target selection occurs in RISC by miRNA strand un-
winding, which leads to the repression of mRNA trans-
lation, stability and localization [38,40,41]. However,
how miRNAs behave in RISC or how miRNAs play a
regulation role is still unknown. As shown in Figure 1,
we summarized the possible types how miRNAs regula-
tion in PPI network from previous publications. In
terms of regulating proteins, miRNAs regulate protein-
coding targets to affect protein synthesis. miRNAs are
reported as a regulator to fine-tune their target genes.
The action of under or over expression of miRNAs can
Figure 1 Types of miRNA regulation. Type A: MiRNA regulating gene expression. miRNAs can lead to mRNA cleavage and degradation or
mRNA translational repression. Type B: MiRNA regulating target protein. The action of under or over expression of miRNAs can directly repress
gene translation. Type C: MiRNA regulating on PPI networks. miRNA shows as an indirect regulator to affect dynamic PPI network stability.
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[43], miRNAs regulate more than 60% of genes which
are related to protein synthesis, although this kind of
down-regulation impacts most of their targets by no
more than 50% [38,43]. In terms of regulating the PPI
network, miRNAs may serve as a regulator by main-
taining the stablity of PPI networks [44]. It has been re-
ported that protein-protein interactions express a
dynamic state rather than maintaining a static state to
keep stability in the external environment [44,45]. Pro-
tein abundance, which can be tuned by miRNAs indir-
ectly, is one of the most effective factors in the dynamic
robustness of the PPI network [42]. In this case, it can
be concluded that miRNAs act as an indirect regulator
in PPI network stability. Furthermore, the most import-
ant sub-graph of the PPI network is the signalling path-
way, hence investigation into the relationship between
miRNAs and PPI networks could facilitate a deeper un-
derstanding of miRNA-regulated signalling pathways.
Resources to construct a reliable miRNA-protein network
The construction of a miRNA-protein network (Figure 2a)
using highly reliable resources is important for the com-
mencement of a miRNA-regulated PPI network study. As
shown in Figure 2, a miRNA–target protein network is
constructed by miRNA-target interactions and PPI net-
work data. During the process, the selection of miRNA
target predicting approaches and filtering approaches is
important to obtain highly reliable data. According to Fig-
ure 2a, we divide the resources into the miRNA database(detecting miRNAs based on High Throughput
Sequencing (HTS) and miRNA expression profiles in-
cluded), miRNA target predicting approaches, miRNA-
targets interaction database, miRNA-targets interaction
filtering tools, PPI database (integrated PPI databases in-
cluded) and filtering tools for the PPI database, as shown
in Table 1. To complete the resources, we also mention
platform resources in Table 1. In this section, we intro-
duce several of the tools.
HTS technology provides high performance and low-cost
in detecting miRNA sequencing and therefore replaces trad-
itional Sanger sequencing. The most famous HTS technolo-
gies are 454 sequencing [79] from Roche, Solexa sequencing
[80] from Illumina, SOLiD sequencing [81] from ABI and
SMRT [82] from Pacific Biosciences. Currently, there are sev-
eral platforms based on HTS, established for scientific use,
such as High-Throughput Genome Sequencing from the
Gene Bank and the Princeton University High Throughput
Sequencing Database. Specific to miRNAs, deep se-
quencing tools have been developed to analyse HTS
results and then to detect novel miRNAs or extract
miRNA expression profiles, for example, miRExpress
[67], miRTools [70] and miRDeep [69].
Current experimental approaches to miRNA target
identification mainly focus on the use of large scale
mRNA expression profiling. The common way to un-
cover miRNA targets is to directly test miRNA expres-
sion levels on different mRNA profiling [83] or to use
different phenotypes to test expression levels [84] based
on microarray [85]. Various computational approaches
Figure 2 Constructing a miRNA-target protein network. a) Process to construct a miRNA-target protein network: the process labels
correspond to Table 1 - column 2. b) Relationships within miRNA-target protein network and its features.
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ments. Sequence complementarity, evolutionary conser-
vation and free energy among miRNA-mRNA duplex
are the most common features to identify miRNA tar-
gets. The most frequently used applications are TargetScan
[61], PicTar [59], miRanda [64], RNAHybrid [60] etc. The
combination of computational approaches with mRNA
expression profiles have proved efficient in recent years,
and it has been shown that they can effectively minimize
the false positives of miRNA target prediction.
For miRNA target filtering, previous studies have
shown that considering conservation in strains com-
bined with performing seed matches [93,94] or evaluat-
ing the accessibility of binding sites [95] can facilitate
miRNA target predictions. Target filtering approaches
are then developed to post-process the results of predic-
tion applications. miRTif [65], for example, filters the pre-
dicted targets by SVM scores to evaluate the accessibility
of binding sites and the properties of miRNA-mRNA
interactions, such as the value of seed complementarity
and binding energy. Recent studies show that combining
both conservation and accessibility [96] can achieve better
results in filtering miRNA targets.
In PPI data filtering, computational approaches are
widely used to improve the PPI data obtained from la-
boratory experiments. Some approaches check whether
the interactions support genomic features such as se-
quence, structure and annotation information to check
the possibility of real interactions [97]. Alternatively,
computational approaches integrate several databases to
obtain more reliable interaction data, for example, HitPredict
[53] integrated the databases of IntAct, BIOGRID andHPRD, collecting 168,458 highly reliable interactions
across nine species. iRefIndex [54] and SynechoNET
[55] are integrated databases as well. For single data-
bases, checking whether interacting proteins have homo-
log across one or more species has proved an effective
way to obtain high quality interactions [98].
After the filtering procedure, we can obtain highly re-
liable miRNA-target and protein-protein interaction
networks. For certain miRNAs, miRNA-regulated PPI
sub-networks can be easily constructed by combining
their target sites and PPI networks according to the re-
quirement. The sub-network may include miRNAs, tar-
get proteins, proteins associated with target proteins
and the associations between proteins.
Features of miRNA-regulated PPI networks
When a miRNA-targeted protein network is available,
the task is to analyse the features of the miRNA-
regulated PPI network (Figure 2b). A miRNA-regulated
PPI network is defined to identify the featured sub-
networks of the miRNA-target protein network. Here,
we firstly describe the PPI network features.
The features of PPI networks are defined with a focus
on topological characteristics, such as connectivity, cluster
coefficients, shortest path length and so on. PPI network
features are commonly used to predict unannotated pro-
tein functions combined with Gene Ontology [99].
Connectivity or degree denotes the interacted number
of a node. Proteins with high degree are called hub pro-
teins [100]. Betweenness centrality is the proportion of
the shortest path length passing through a vertex protein
and all the shortest path lengths from one certain
Table 1 Resources to construct a reliable miRNA-target protein network
Name Process Main feature URL Ref.
BioGrid 2.1 Protein-protein interaction database http://thebiogrid.org/ [46]





2.1 Protein-protein interaction http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/dip/ [48]
Ingenuity system Platform Signalling and metabolic pathways





2.1 Protein-protein interaction http://www.hprd.org/ [49]




2.1 protein-protein interaction http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/proj/ppi/ [51]
Protein Interaction
Network Analysis (PINA)




HitPredict 2.1 Integrated PPI database http://hintdb.hgc.jp/htp/ [53]
iRefIndex 2.1 Integrated PPI database http://www.irefindex.org/wiki/index.php?title=iRefIndex [54]
SynechoNET 1.1 Integrated PPI database http://bioportal.kobic.re.kr/SynechoNET/ [55]
PMRD 1.1 Plant miRNA database http://bioinformatics.cau.edu.cn/PMRD/ [56]
Gene ontology Platform Gene annotation, develop
controlled vocabulary of genes
http://www.geneontology.org/ [57]
MiRTarBase Platform miRNA-target interactions http://mirtarbase.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/ [58]
PicTar 1.2 miRNA target prediction http://pictar.mdc-berlin.de/ [59]
RNAhybrid 1.2 miRNA target prediction http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/rnahybrid/ [60]
TargetScan 1.2 miRNA target prediction http://www.targetscan.org/ [61]
GeneSet-2miRNA 1.2 miRNA target predicting with mRNA
expression profile
http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/proj/gene2mir/ [62]
MMIA 1.2 miRNA target predicting with mRNA
expression profile
http://129.79.244.122/~MMIA/ [63]
miRanda 1.2 miRNA target predicting & miRNA
expression profiles
http://www.microrna.org/ [64]
MiRTif 1.4 miRNA target interaction filter http://mirtif.bii.a-star.edu.sg/ [65]
miRBase 1.1 miRNA sequences and annotations http://www.mirbase.org/ [66]
The human microRNA
disease database (HMDD)
1.1 miRNA sequences and annotations http://202.38.126.151/hmdd/mirna/md/ [49]
miRExpress 1.1 Extract miRNA expression profiles
based on HTS results
http://mirexpress.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/ [67]
TarBase 1.2 Experimental supported miRNA
target
http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/tarbase/ [68]




miRTools 1.1 Detect novel miRNA based on HTS http://centre.bioinformatics.zj.cn/mirtools/ [70]
starBase 1.3 Decoding microRNA-target and
protein-RNA interaction
http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/ [71]
IPA 1.4 Comprehensive software on
biological analysis. Support miRNA
target filtering
http://www.ingenuity.com/products/training.html
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have higher betweenness centrality are called network
bottlenecks. Close Centrality is then defined to measure
the sum of the shortest paths between the target protein
and other proteins [23,73]. (Local) Cluster coefficient
measures the cluster tendency of a node in a network,
which equals the ratio of all the real interaction numbers
in a cluster and the number of possible connections. For
a node i, Cluster Coefficient Ci = 2ni/k (k-1), where k is
the number of edges in node i, and n is the edge number
for all k neighbours connecting to each other.
In miRNA-regulated PPI networks, miRNAs are classi-
fied by several properties: a) the miRNA family or hom-
ologous miRNAs, which denote the miRNA group whose
conserved seed regions are common [61]; b) clustered
miRNAs, which are miRNAs whose pairwise chromo-
somal distances are no more than 3000nt [101]; and c)
miRNAs with common targets. miRNAs can directly or
indirectly down-regulate 100–200 genes on average [102],
and each gene can be targeted by multi-miRNAs. There-
fore, it is possible for miRNAs to regulate common target
genes. There are still other classification criteria such as
gene expression level, target mRNA and protein stability
and the impact on target mRNA degradation, which are
also essential in further analysis.
The purpose of the basic study on miRNA-regulated
PPI networks is to find new rules on miRNA regulation or
protein interaction, based on constructed sub-networks
between miRNAs and protein interaction networks. As
described above, miRNAs and protein-protein interaction
networks both have different features, and by combining
the analysis of these features, it is possible to obtain useful
information or rules on both miRNA regulation or protein
interaction, such as the relationship between miRNAs and
protein complexes, how miRNAs coordinate to regulate
targets and so on.
Current findings in the study of miRNA-regulated PPI
networks
As listed in Table 2, we have divided the previous findings
into three areas: correlation between protein connectivity
and miRNA regulation complexity; miRNA-regulated spe-
cific proteins, the coordination role of miRNAs in regulat-
ing PPI networks; and identifying miRNA-regulated PPI
networks in special diseases.
Correlation between protein connectivity and miRNA
regulation complexity
Liang and Li [72] found that multiple miRNA-regulated
proteins have more interacting neighbours in a PPI net-
work. They observed that the number of miRNA target
site types increases with the increasing connectivity of
a protein. Based on observations, they developed the
prediction formula for the average number (y) of targetsite types in the 3′-UTR. If x is the range of mRNA-
expressed tissues (0 < x < 73), y = 0.0225x + 1.774. Liang
and Li subsequently revealed that miRNA propensity
[103] to regulate certain biological processes may be
due to the higher connectivity of proteins in the PPI
network. Finally, they pointed out that regulation by
miRNA plays a more important role in low clustering
coefficient hub proteins (connectivity > 8) which are
intended to coordinate several functions than those
hub proteins with high clustering coefficients.
Hsu, Juan and Huang [73], who extended Liang and
Li’s study, proposed that miRNA-regulated proteins are
always the hub or bottleneck in the PPI network. To
clarify this issue, they firstly defined four PPI features
[23]: degree, cluster coefficient, betweenness centrality
and closeness centrality. Two sub-networks were then
defined referring to the relationships between miRNAs
and the PPI network. In the experiment, the target genes
were detected by TargetScan, and then the target pro-
teins with the target genes regulated by certain miRNAs
were collected as a sub-network L0, and all the interac-
tions which contain target proteins were collected as
sub-network L1. Z score and p value were then com-
puted in sub-network L0 and L1. By comparing ran-
domly selected protein sub-graphs, the paper suggested
that miRNA target proteins have shorter distance and
higher modularity than randomly selected proteins.
MiRNA-regulated specific proteins in PPI networks
Zhu et al. [44] explored the relationships between
miRNA and tissue-specific proteins in the human PPI
network. They selected 10 main human tissues and de-
fined proteins which were expressed in less than 3 tis-
sues as tissue-specific proteins, and proteins which were
expressed in all 10 tissues were commonly expressed
proteins. Based on the findings of [104], which deter-
mined that tissue-specific proteins have the propensity
to interact with commonly expressed proteins, Zhu
et al. further found that miRNAs which target a lower
number of genes have the propensity to regulate com-
monly expressed proteins rather than tissue-specific pro-
teins in the human PPI network. From observations of
miRNA regulation in all 10 tissues, they pointed out that
miRNA regulation maintained consistency, that is, com-
monly expressed proteins and tissue-specific proteins
were always regulated together by a miRNA, and the
numbers of protein expressed are close in both proteins.
The coordination role of MicroRNAs in regulating PPI
networks
Firstly, clustered miRNAs may coordinate to regulate
the PPI network. Yuan et al. [74] revealed that miRNAs
in the same clusters coordinate to regulate protein func-
tions in protein-protein interaction networks. 55 clusters
Table 2 Current findings in the study of miRNA-regulated PPI networks
Research area Description
Correlation between protein connectivity and miRNA
regulation complexity
A. There is positive correlation between miRNA target site types and its regulated protein
connectivity. B. MiRNA target propensity may be due to high protein connectivity. C. MiRNA
regulation propensity changes due to different hub proteins [72].
miRNA targeted proteins have short distance and higher modularity than randomly selected
proteins [73].
MiRNA-regulated specific proteins in PPI networks
A. MiRNAs that target a lower number genes have the propensity to regulate commonly
expressed proteins rather than tissue-specific proteins. B. Commonly expressed proteins and
tissue-specific proteins are always regulated together by a miRNA, and the numbers of protein
expressed are close in both proteins [44].
The coordination role of MicroRNAs: miRNA clusters
regulate PPI networks
miRNAs in the same clusters have the tendency to coordinate to regulate protein functions in
protein-protein interaction networks [74].
The coordination role of MicroRNAs: miRNAs
coordinate to regulate protein complex
A. MiRNAs coordinate to regulate protein complexes in posttranscriptional level. B.
Correlations between the proteins exist in the same complex regulated by miRNAs [75].
The coordination role of MicroRNAs: miRNA
crossingtalking with transcription factors
Crosstalk motifs between miRNAs and transcription factors motif demonstrate higher network
properties in miRNA-regulated PPI networks [7]
Identifying miRNA-regulated PPI networks in special
diseases
A. In gastric cancer [76]: six miRNA-regulated protein networks are identified in gastric cancer
based on the human PPI network; it is suggested that miR-148a may resist tumor extension. B.
In human ovarian cancer [77]: six miRNAs (hsa-mir-20a, hsa-mir-24-2, hsa-mir-34a,
hsa-mir-21, hsamir-17 and hsa-mir-hsa-mir-155) and six TFs (BRCA1, SP1, ESR1, SMAD3, PO2F1
and TFE2) play key roles in ovarian cancer progression. C. In aging-related diseases [78]: 35
genes related to diseases associated with aging were identified.
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miRBase. The miRNAs in the same clusters were defined
as sc-miRNAs. The coordination strength of sc-miRNAs
is measured by the number of clusters which regulate
the two interacting proteins and the coordination range
is represented by the number of interactions which are
regulated by the miRNAs in the same clusters. The
measurement of coordination indicates that interacting
proteins have a tendency to be regulated by sc-miRNAs.
Furthermore, the authors also point out that the ten-
dency is influenced by protein interaction features in the
protein-protein interaction network, for example, dis-
tance (shortest path between proteins) and connectivity
(protein neighbour numbers).
Secondly, miRNAs coordinate to regulate protein
complex. Sass et al. [75] used protein complexes which
are verified based on the PPI network to investigate the
relationships between miRNAs and protein complexes at
a system level. The significance of the associations be-
tween miRNAs and their target protein complexes were
ranked based on the P-value resulting from Fisher’s
exact test. According to the test, the complexes which
were regulated by single miRNAs or miRNAs in the
same clusters were ranked higher than the ones which
were regulated by multi-miRNAs in different clusters.
The paper also proved that there are correlations be-
tween proteins in the same complex which are regulated
by miRNAs.
Thirdly, miRNAs may coordinate with other regulators
such as transcription factors (TFs). Based on previous
findings, Cui et al. [39,105] found a correlation between
transcription factors and miRNAs, and Lin et al. [7]extended this investigation to the human PPI network.
Via the analysis of large gene/proteins of the regulators
(TFs or miRNAs), the roles that regulators serve in the
PPI network can be identified. Four types of motifs are
defined in the paper for comparison purposes. These are
single-regulation motifs, co-regulation motifs, crosstalk
motifs and independent motifs. All these motifs contain
both regulators and their target genes/proteins. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, for synergistic regulators r0 and r1,
which have two common targets, and their targets t0
and t1, single regulation motif = {r0, t0} or {r1, t1} co-
regulation motif = {r0, t0}∩ {r1, t1}; crosstalk motif = {r0,
t0}∪ {r1, t1} − {r0, t0}∩ {r1, t1}; if t0 and t1 do not have in-
tersections, independent motif = {r0, t0} and {r1, t1}. PPI
enrichment analysis and property analysis of the PPI net-
work such as degree, closeness, density and so on are con-
ducted to compare the significance of the four motifs in
the PPI network. The results showed crosstalk motifs be-
tween miRNAs and TFs motifs, which demonstrated
higher network properties such as higher degree, closeness,
density etc., play a more important role in regulating the
PPI network.
Identifying miRNA-regulated PPI networks in special
diseases
Since the importance of miRNA-regulating PPI networks
has been acknowledged, researchers have started to iden-
tify special miRNA-regulated networks in PPI networks
related to disease. For example, Tseng [76] proposed an
integrative method to identify miRNA-regulated protein
networks specialized in gastric cancer. They combined
miRNA targets and mRNA expression profiles and
Figure 3 Cooperating regulation motifs of miRNA and
transcription factors: four regulator motifs: single regulation
motif = {r0, 1,2,3,4,5,6} or {r1, 5,6,7,8,9,10}; co-regulation
motif = {r0, r1, 5,6} crosstalk motif = {r0, r1,1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10}; If {5}
or {6} does not exist, independent motif = {r0, 1,2,3,4,5,6} and
{r1, 5,6,7,8,9,10}.
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cancer based on the human PPI network. Specially, they
further investigated the network and functions of miR-
148a which may resist tumor extension. Schmeier et al.
[77] analysed miRNA-regulated PPI networks involving
TFs in human ovarian cancer. They firstly generated
miRNA-regulated networks based on 162 miRNAs and
TFs related to ovarian cancer and human PPI data ex-
tracted from five databases, and then developed a node
ranking algorithm in a weighted directed network to iden-
tify network hubs. Through the analysis of miRNAs and
TFs linking to high ranking hubs, the authors determined
some “key players” including miRNAs and TFs in ovarian
cancer. Tacutu et al. [78,106] identified 35 genes related to
aging related diseases (ARDs) from the miRNA-regulated
PPI networks which they constructed from miRNA-
regulated genes and the Common Gene Signature (in
[78,107-109]; CGS denotes a PPI network based on the
overlap between the PPI Human Longevity Network-
www.netage-project.org [106] and human aging-related
disease PPI networks).
Conclusion
Through analysing miRNA-regulated PPI networks
based on miRNA features and PPI network features, it
can be seen that: a) proteins in PPI networks are differ-
ent in miRNA regulation. miRNAs have the propensity
to regulate higher connected proteins. Additionally, the
target proteins have shorter and higher modularity than
other random proteins. Especially for hub proteins,
miRNAs seem to play more important roles in higher
cluster coefficient proteins than lower ones. For pro-
teins in special tissues, miRNAs that target a lower
number of genes have the propensity to regulate com-
monly expressed proteins rather than tissue-specificproteins. Additionally, protein complexes tend to be
regulated by miRNAs; b) miRNAs may cooperate to
regulate target proteins with others. The collaborator
can be other miRNAs in a cluster or it can also be TFs.
Interacting proteins have the tendency to be regulated
by miRNAs in the same cluster. On the other hand, the
crosstalk between miRNAs and TFs plays a more im-
portant role in regulating proteins than other types,
such as single-regulation, co-regulation and independ-
ent regulation. Finally, through analysing miRNA-
regulated PPI networks in cancer, several key miRNAs asso-
ciated with cancers can be identified. These findings suggest
that by combining miRNAs and PPI network features, it is
possible to obtain useful information or rules on both
miRNA regulation and protein interaction.
Research on miRNA-regulated PPI networks is con-
tinuing and still has a long way to go. In one aspect,
there are still other ways to further investigate miRNA
regulation roles in the PPI network. For example, it is
reported [99] that there is low connectivity among hub
proteins in PPI networks, so is this a possible explan-
ation for miRNA target propensity? We also notice that
current studies on PPI networks are mostly focused on
static PPI networks, however, PPIs may be expressed as
a dynamic state to maintain stability in the external en-
vironment, hence, it would be interesting to study the
relationship between miRNA-regulated dynamic PPI
networks or even at a later stage, on data hub proteins.
On the other hand, studies on miRNA-regulated net-
works can also be extended into another three aspects
(if applicable): a) the improvement of current miRNA
target prediction approaches by integrating protein-
protein interaction data. Liang and Li [72] found a con-
vincing relationship between miRNA target sites and
PPI networks and then mentioned that integrating PPI
networks may result in the improvement of miRNA tar-
get prediction; b) the improvement of the detection of
signalling pathways by integrating miRNA target data.
miRNA regulating pathways related to cancer have been
the subject of a great deal of recent research. Conversely,
it is also possible to use this regulatory mechanism to
infer signal pathways, and hence provide theoretical sup-
port to current miRNA-regulated signalling transduction
pathway research; c) the improvement of protein function
prediction approaches by integrating protein-protein inter-
action data and miRNA target data. Current protein
function prediction algorithms mostly rely on designed
mathematical algorithms and single resources (e.g. only
using the PPI network database), which results in lower ap-
plicability. miRNAs play a fine-tuning role in gene expres-
sion, the integrating miRNA-regulated data can result in
the current protein function prediction to be more biologic-
ally meaningful, and in turn, result in the improvement of
accuracy.
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 We divide current miRNA-regulated PPI networks
into: 1) basic studies of miRNA-regulated PPI
networks; and 2) identification of miRNA-regulated
networks in diseases which covers most parts of
current miRNA-regulated PPI network studies.
 We provide relatively complete resources to
construct a miRNA-target protein network.
 We introduce the features of miRNA-regulated PPI
networks and based on this, we provide a brief
explanation on the methodologies of several studies
on miRNA-regulated PPI networks.
 We review previous findings and propose several
potential computational research directions which
may be further explored in the future.
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